The The Book Joint forums are a new online community, I would like to thank all of you for being a part
of this growing community. In order to keep the forums running well and to prevent problems, please
follow these simple rules for the forums.
If you have any questions or problems, please feel free to contact any of the Admin team or indeed the
site owner.
General Rules

















While debating and discussion is fine, rudeness, profanity, insulting posts, personal attacks or
purposeless inflammatory posts will not be tolerated.
Think carefully before you post and if your post contains PLOT SPOILERS you must put this
clearly in the topic line of your post or as the very first words in your contribution. If you are
contributing to an existing thread and the thread starter has request 'NO SPOILERS', please
respect that decision
Please refrain from posting meaningless threads, one word non-sense posts, or similar.
Multiple or repeated posting in order to increase your post count is not allowed.
Advertising, spamming and trolling is not allowed. This includes using the forum, email, visitor
messages, blog comments, picture comments and PM systems to spam other members.
No posts or links to sites that are sexual in nature or violate The Book Joint community standards
are allowed.
The Book Joint Admin team shall be the sole arbitrator of what does and what does not violate
community standards.
Discussion of illegal activities such as software and music piracy and other intellectual property
violations are not allowed.
Each member is allowed one login account.
Registering with multiple accounts is not allowed.
The Admin team reserve the right to remove offensive posts without notice.
The Admin team reserve the right to ban anyone who willfully violates the forum rules, as access
to the The Book Joint forums are a privilege and not a right.
People and small businesses are not allowed to send private messages or emails to users here to
advertise their products and services, however, a registered user may seek the services using this
method.
Explicit advertising and soliciting in signatures is prohibited.

Any images posted on the site must be a maximum of 1024 pixels on any side.
All for sale adverts should include a price and a picture.

Moderation



Although the Admin team will attempt to keep all objectionable messages off this forum, it is
impossible for them to review all messages.
All messages express the views of the author, and neither the owners of The Book Joint or Jelsoft
(developers of vBulletin) will be held responsible for the content of any message.



All users must follow the instructions of the Admin team when asked to do so.

If you feel that you have been treated unfairly please raise this issue with the site owner,
Gismo, who will review any action taken and then make a decision based on the findings,
in any event, Gismo's decision will be final and non negotiable.




The Admin team reserve the right to remove, edit, move or close any thread for any reason,
however, generally, the Admin team will make every effort to contact the user to advise the
reason for their actions.
By agreeing to these rules, you warrant that you will not post any messages that are obscene,
vulgar, sexually-oriented, hateful, threatening, or otherwise violative of any laws.

Addendum
The site owner reserves the right to update and modify these rules as the needs of the community dictate
to ensure the smooth operation of this community.

Failure to abide by these simple rules may result in a temporary or permanent ban from the site.
Depending on the severity of the offence this may come without a warning.
These rules apply to all users and are not negotiable.
Gismo
The Book Joint
Site Owner
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